Certification of Party submitting Advance Commercial Information (ACI) to the Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA)

1) Pursuant to the **Advance Commercial Information – Electronic Data Interchange Rule**, effective April 19th 2004, that requires the accurate and timely submission of Cargo data to the **CBSA**, and that governs the subsequent loading of said cargo at foreign ports, onto vessels that are bound for Canadian ports;

We hereby certify that:

[ ] utilizing our valid 8000 Series Carrier Code ( ____ number ____ )

or

[ ] via the services of an ACI Provider ( ______ name/code______ )

We will be providing our supplementary manifest data directly to the **CBSA**, and a full 24 (twenty-four) hours before vessel loading.

Furthermore;

2) We will reference, in our submission to the **CBSA**, identically and in full, the Cargo Control Number ( **CCN** ) that is supplied to us by **Atlantic Container Line (ACL)** or its agent, at time of booking.

3) With immediate effect, unless we advise **ACL** or its agent, to the contrary, let it be noted that We will be providing the relevant supplementary manifest data direct to the **CBSA** for all our future shipments to Canadian ports. Should We however, subsequently request **ACL** to handle filing on our behalf, for a specific load or loads, such detailed instruction will be communicated in writing direct to **ACL**, in advance of **ACL**’s published deadline for submission of Cargo data, and along with all necessary and accurate cargo information. We understand that failure to provide such instruction, or the required information on a timely basis, may result in Cargo not being loaded. In such an event, any, or all, associated costs will be for the undersigned.

4) When We are providing the relevant supplementary manifest data direct to the **CBSA**, We agree to immediately inform **ACL** of any hold notice(s) that may be received from the latter agency, such being communicated prior to the commencement of loading of the vessel, and in sufficient detail that the Cargo(es) can be readily identified.

Company ______________________________________________________

Signature __________________________ Date _______________________

Name __________________________ Title __________________________